



























Thinking on Japanese language learning approaches
―Based on Chinese Japanese learners―
Weihong YU1），Hexigetu BAO2）
Abstract
As the Japanese culture is gradually internationalized, learning Japanese has also become a new 
upsurge for numerous foreign students. At present, the learners of Japanese from all over the world 
has numbered up to about 3,600,000 and in many regions and areas, Japanese also works as a medium 
language, high-lightening its growing international influence. However, with a dramatic increase in 
foreign words flooding into Japanese language, more and more foreign students find it difficult to 
master. This article, focusing on the flooding state of foreign words, its influence on the mother language 
and favorable Japanese learning atmosphere, is intended to work out some learning strategies for those 
uncertain Chinese learners of Japanese language to make Japanese more convenient and practical to 
learn and help to build up students’ confidence in learning Japanese language.
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